Lijst van Literaire Kritiek Boek : Stem op uw favorieten.

The Man Who Wrote Frankenstein  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/the-man-who-wrote-frankenstein-16954984/characters  

Contre Sainte-Beuve  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/contre-sainte-beuve-1153244/characters  

Naked Is the Best Disguise  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/naked-is-the-best-disguise-6960472/characters  

Of Other Worlds  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/of-other-worlds-7078795/characters  

Critique et clinique  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/critique-et-clinique-3697773/characters  

Beirniadaeth John Morris-Jones  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/beirniadaeth-john-morris-jones-18535462/characters  

The Ibsen Cycle: The Design of the Plays from Pillars of Society to When We Dead Awaken  

How to Suppress Women's Writing  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/how-to-suppress-women%27s-writing-17003423/characters  

Haunted in the New World  

Shakespeare and the Goddess of Complete Being  

La narrativa de Roberto Ampuero en la globalizaciÃ³n cultural  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/la-narrativa-de-roberto-ampuero-en-la-globalizaci%C3%B3n-cultural-5967511/characters  

In Defense of Reason  

Writers of Wales: Kate Roberts  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/writers-of-wales%3A-kate-roberts-20567382/characters  

Backgrounds to David Jones  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/backgrounds-to-david-jones-20579993/characters  

David Jones - A Commentary on Some Poetic Fragments  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/david-jones---a-commentary-on-some-poetic-fragments-20589422/characters  

Reading David Jones  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/reading-david-jones-20593426/characters  

Orientalism  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/orientalism-1574967/characters  

Sexual Personae  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/sexual-personae-3958586/characters  

How to Read Literature Like a Professor  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/how-to-read-literature-like-a-professor-5918726/characters  

The Individuated Hobbit  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/the-individuated-hobbit-7741906/characters  

Literature and Revolution  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/literature-and-revolution-11689313/characters  

Ritratto di Isabella  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/ritratto-di-isabella-15718191/characters  

La Pologne en 1863  

Henry James â€” An Appreciation  

Les AffinitÃ©s Ã©lectives, un Ã©pisode de la vieillesse de Goethe  
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/les-affinit%C3%A9s-%C3%A9lectives%2C-un-%C3%A9pisode-de-la-vieillesse-de-goethe-17356687/characters
Realism After Sensation: Meredith, Hardy, Gissing
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/realism-after-sensation%3A-meredith%2C-hardy%2C-gissing-71074317/characters

Illustrating the Sensation Novel

Sensation Fiction in the 1850s

Sensation Fiction, Empire and the Indian Mutiny

Queering the Sensation Novel

Sensation Fiction and the Medical Context

The Sensation Legacy
https://www.listvote.com/lists/books/works/the-sensation-legacy-71085740/characters

The Plot Thickens: Toward a Narratological Analysis of Illustrated Serial Fiction in the 1860s

Dangerous Subversives: The Role of Painters in Sensation Fiction

George du Maurier's Illustrations for M.E. Braddon's Serialization of Eleanor's Victory in Once a Week

Art. 36. A Day in Turkey; or The Russian Slaves: A Comedy as acted at the Theatre Royal in Covent Garden. By Mrs. Cowley. 8vo. pp.86. 1s. 6d. Robinsons. 1792.
34. A Day in Turkey; or, The Russian Slaves.
Art. 27. The experienced English Housekeeper ... By Elizabeth Raffald. 8vo. 6s. bound. Manchester printed, and sold by Fletcher and Anderson in London. 1769.